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ABSTRACT
Dr. Katie Kalafut at the Cincinnati Zoo has a hypothesis that the small blue-foot penguins are
having health problems such has bumblefoot (pododermatitis), a bacterial infection of the feet,
due to not swimming as much in captivity as they would in the wild to hunt for food. Previous
projects to create systems to lure the penguins into the water to swim more often have been not
seen much success in the zoo’s experience. An interactive fish dispenser would help resolve this
problem by forcing the penguins to swim into the water in order to interact with the system, and
then dispense a fish as a reward.

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the report is to describe the current problem of penguins at the Cincinnati
Zoo needing additional interactive enrichment to help improve health issues with the penguins
and the solution, implementation and benefits. The Cincinnati Zoo has a need for additional
interactive enrichment to increase the quality of life for their penguins. This includes enticing the
penguins into their pool for environmental interaction. Past attempts and projects at increase the
penguins’ interactive enrichment have been not as successful as needed for the zoo. The scope
of the project is to create an interactive enrichment tool that will successfully get the penguins in
the exhibit to go into the water, swim, and retrieve a fish as a reward.
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Problem
At the Cincinnati Zoo the zookeepers noticed that the penguins are not swimming as
much in the water as they otherwise normally would in the wild. This can negatively affect a
penguin’s overall physical and mental health Studies have shown that infections such as
bumblefoot (pododermatitis), a bacterial infection of the feet, can possibly be decreased with
increased environmental enrichment such as swimming[2]. Not only would penguins benefit
from an increase in interactive enrichment, but also zoo keepers will have a tool to be able to
encourage penguins to swim in the water and guests will be able to watch the swimming
penguins. An effective interactive enrichment tool for penguins at the Cincinnati Zoo could then
also be implemented at other zoos and penguin rehabilitation centers to increase the quality of
life for penguins around the world.

Figure 1: An example of a penguin with bumblefoot [7]
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Rationale/Benefits

Figure 2: Graphs of 5 Penguins’ progress with Enrichment
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The graphs above show the horizontal and vertical lesion sizes in both infected feet over
the course of twelve weeks through the enrichment process on five penguins. The enrichment
process consisted of the penguins being stimulated to remain in the water one more hour daily
with aquatic enrichment. The graphs show that over the course of the enrichment the lesion sizes
in four out of the five penguins were drastically reduced. Penguin five’s lesions began to reduce
after the twelfth week. [6].
The benefits of this penguin enrichment project are that it could reduce the effects and
causes of bumblefoot that penguins in captivity experience. Getting the penguins to spend more
time in the water lessens the time they spend on the hard, rough surfaces, which in turn can
reduce any discomfort in their feet. Another benefit of this enrichment is that making the
penguins go into the water to get their own food simulates what it would be like for them if they
were still in the wild. Aside from the penguins’ benefit, the Cincinnati Zoo and the zoo visitors
will benefit from this as well. The Cincinnati Zoo will not have to worry about their penguins not
swimming as much and possibly getting infections. The zoo visitors will benefit by being able to
experience how penguins act and retrieve food in the wild.

Credibility
Kristen Diaz & Nathan Patterson are both Computer Engineering students at the
University of Cincinnati with previous work experience in wiring and design. Kristen Diaz has
experience in designing and building interactive demos for industrial grade manufacturing
sensors and equipment. Nathan Patterson has experience in installing and wiring interactive
equipment for schools and businesses.

Project Goals
The project proposal is to construct, wire, and program an interactive enrichment tool for
the Cincinnati Zoo’s penguin exhibit that will increase penguin activity in their pool to aid in the
increase of the penguins’ physical and mental health. This includes having the tool/project be
penguin friendly as to not put the penguins in any possible harm, which might include them
getting stuck or hurt by a part of the tool while it is in the exhibit. The project will also be
guided by Dr. Katie Kalafut and Rickey Kinley who work with the penguins and specialize in
penguin behavior at the Cincinnati Zoo in addition to the technical advisor.
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DISCUSSION
Project Concept
The main concept is to create a system that the penguins can safely interact with that
dispenses a fish. This includes having the system be durable enough for everyday use to
withstand and water or weather that it may be exposed to. The below project goals outline these
reliability and safety goals in order for a successful overall project. These are also diagrammed in
the Objective Tree in Figure 3. The utmost goal being that the system is safe for the penguin, and
at no time poses a safety risk.
Project Goals
● Reliable
○ Should get the penguins to swim more
■ Dispense fish for penguins
○ Durable
■ Waterproof
■ Weatherproof
○ Should work in indoor and outdoor enclosures
■ Moved between enclosures
■ Can be mounted/stabilized in enclosures
● Safe (for the penguins)
○ Penguins cannot get caught
○ Penguins cannot be able to chew on the design
○ Penguins should not be hurt by fish
■ Fish should be reachable for the penguins
■ Fish must be kept fresh so no penguins get sick
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Figure 3: Objective Tree
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Design Objectives
The following Design Specification Table (see Figure 4) and Metric Chart (see Figure 5)
help outline the main functions and design objectives that the overall system needs to follow in
order to follow the concept design.
Functions

Performance Specifications

Display fish as an output

The design must allow the fish
to be displayed in a safe manner
for the penguin to retrieve it.

Toggle switch used to detect
penguin interaction

The design must detect when
the penguin interacts with the
device.

Fish are kept fresh inside a
container for a few hours

The design must allow fish to be
stored and kept cool while inside
the device.

Existing RFID set-up will be used
to monitor penguin activity.

The design must allow for RFID
detection to identify the
penguins using the device.

Figure 4: Table - Design Specification Table

Objectives

Metrics

1. Should get the Penguins to
Swim More

Number of penguin interactions
recorded by the RFID reader

2. Durable

Conditions where the system
continues working safely under
water or weather conditions

3. Work in the outdoor & indoor
enclosures

Effective mounting locations in
both the indoor and outdoor
locations the system can be safely
mounted

4. Penguins cannot get caught

Number of possible locations a
penguin could get caught

5. Penguins cannot chew on
parts

Number of edges/ends that could
be possible chewed on

6. Penguins cannot be hurt by the
fish

Average speed of the fish upon
delivery & location

Figure 5: Table - Metric Chart
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Once the design objectives were considered, the additional following constraints, functions, and
means were put into the design to ensure the design objectives were met.
Constraints:
●
●
●
●
●

Fish should not be shot out at a high pressurized force
No loops or loose hanging part in the enclosure
No small tubes or narrow ends should be in the enclosure within penguins reach
All cables must be securely restrained out of penguin reach
Beaks of the penguins should not get caught in the fish tube

Functions:
● Displays fish as an output for the penguins
● Must have an Interactive Input to detect penguin interaction
● Fish are held in a container where they stay at a fresh temperature for at least a
few hours
● Existing zoo RFID set-up will be paired along with the system to record penguin
activity

Means:
● Use Oregon RFID systems (what the zoo currently uses) to implement RFID with
the system
● Use a tube system (hole-in-the-wall) to hold the fish output
● Use a cone system to load and hold the fish (before dispensed)
● Use Arduino UNO to program system to dispense dish
● Use toggle switch to detect penguin interaction
● Use ice compartment to keep fish fresh
The previous mentioned design concepts were combined together to create the below diagram
(Figure 6) of the mechanical set-up for the system. The diagram shows the fish holding area
(hopper) that would be used to hold and store fish with ice. Then the arduino and the rest of the
electrical components would be securely contained in an area connected to the system. A tube
would come out from the bottom of the hopper, where a flap would be controlled by a DC motor
to control the flow of fish. Another smaller pipe system would come down from the electrical
component box, containing wiring for the toggle switch, which will go underneath the water for
the penguins to be able to swim and hit with their body, activating the system. The zoo’s RFID
system is also shown, where after the dispensing system is added, a RFID reader could be
installed near the toggle switch to detect penguin interaction, as all of the penguins have an RFID
chip clipped onto their wing.
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Figure 6: Outline of Mechanical Set-up

In Figure 7, the Black & Glass Diagrams are shown to give an additional overhead view of the
different components and how they will work together. Showing the input signal from the toggle
switch, the power for the electrical & mechanical components, and the fish from the holding area
coming together, which will only show a single fish dispensed as an output.
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Figure 7: Black & Glass Box Diagrams of Design

Methodology/Technical Approach
During the construction and design stages, the team searched for similar dispensing systems that
may be on the market commercially, however none were found. Thus the project was tested in
phases focusing on the electrical and safety objectives first for achievability.

Electrical Development
To have a reliable power source, a waterproof transformer to create a reliable and safe 12VDC
power supply for the rest of the components. The goal of only having one power supply, was so
that during use, zoo keepers would only need to plug-in one cable to power the entire system.
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Figure 8: Oznium Waterproof 12V power supply
The “brains” of the system was an Arduino Uno that was used with an L298N motor driver to
control a DC motor to control the fish dispensing flap.

Figure 9: Arduino UNO

Figure 10: L298N Motor Driver
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Figure 11: 12V DC Motor
The toggle switch used (shown in Figure 12) has a minimum requirement of 12V, and is
commercially sold as a replacement toggle switch for jet skis.

Figure 12: Toggle Switch
The electrical circuit of the system can be seen in Figure 13 below. The components’
connections are soldered in the system with a PCB board. A 330kΩ and 220kΩ resistors are
used to create a voltage divider to step down the toggle swtich voltage from 12V to around 4.8V.
This was due to the toggle switch needing at least 12V for an accurate signal to be produced and
read, and that the Arduino UNO input has a maximum voltage of 5.5V. A .5mA fuse is also
inserted in-line with the source voltage of the DC motor, to protect the system from overdrawing
current if something malfunctions with the motor.
A 9V voltage regulator was also added into the system to power the Arduino UNO with 9V
instead of the straight 12V supply. This was due to concerns of additional heat being produced
from the Arduino’s voltage regulator if powered at 12V, because the Arduino’s maximum power
input voltage is 12V. The electrical components are all contained within an electrical box that is
tight sealed, thus overheating could occur if extra heat is produced within the box.
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Figure 13: Electrical Circuit of the System

Figure 14: Picture of Components in the Electrical Box
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Mechanical Development
For the mechanical design of the system, the fish dispenser flap was produced via a formlabs 3D
printer. The CAD and STL models were created using Siemens NX12. Multiple variations of
different flap designs were tried, and the final chosen flap design can be seen in Figure 15. A
very small amount of JB Wled - WaterWeld was also applied on the back of the flap design after
testing to help stop the flap before it hit inside the tube as it turned.

Figure 15: Fish Dispenser Flap Design

The fish holding area or hopper was a drain tank as seen in Figure 16, in order to have a
professional looking somewhat-cone-shaped container.
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Figure 16: Fish Holding Hopper
The main structure of the system was made out of steel slotted angle beams that were cut to 14”
long and wide to support the hopper, then 30.5” tall, the structure and measurements can be seen
in Figure 18. To create a sharper cone shape for fish flow- clear plastic lining is shaped into a
cone and placed into the hopper. This space between the cone lining and the inside of the hopper
is then used to store ice to keep the fish sitting in the hopper at a cool temperature.
For additional assistance with help fish flow through the system, a 150-300 GPH Smartpond
fountain submersible pump seen in Figure 17 was added. The submersible pump can pump
water from the penguin exhibit up into the hopper to help guide fish down the tube system.

Figure 17: 150-300 GPH Submersible Pump
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Figure 18: Metal Base Measurements
Coming out of the hopper, is a 1” PVC threaded coupler which transitions to a 1” PVC elbow,
and then the clear 1” PVC tube. This clear PVC tube, is the where fish will travel out of before
going into the water for a penguin. There is also a ⅛” steel rod that is attached to the DC Motor,
where the flap is attached and turned from, that goes through this clear PVC tube.
Figure 18 also shows the electrical control box that is bolted on to a steel shelf to the metal base.
Any openings or holes created of the box are all watertight sealed with waterproof sealants such
as Dynaflex230, and JB Weld WaterWeld, to prevent any moisture from leaking into the
electrical box.
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In Figure 19, is the PVC pipe system for the wiring for the toggle switch.
The PVC starts as a ½” hole from inside the electrical control box and the
PVC components are in the following order:
1. ½” PVC threaded coupler
2. ½” PVC pipe, 1” long
3. ½” to ¾” PVC 90° elbow
4. ¾” PVC pipe, 1” long
5. ¾” to 1” PVC converter
6. 1” coupler
7. 1” PVC pipe, 1” long
8. 1” PVC 45° elbow
9. 1” PVC pipe, 3” long
10. 1” PVC 90° elbow
11. 1” PVC, 3’ long
12. 1” PVC 90° elbow
13. 1” PVC pipe, 2” long
14. 1” to 2” PVC converter
15. 2” PVC converter
16. 2” PVC end cap
Then the Toggle Switch sits an opening made in the 2” PVC end cap,
secured by nuts. Then a ¾” PVC pipe was sealed at one end with JB
Weld Water Weld, and then permanently fixed to the original toggle using
JB Water Weld. The gaps between the now extended toggle and the
original toggle were sealed with aquarium sealant.
Figure 19: PVC system for the Toggle Switch
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Budget
Figure 18 shows the build of Materials of what was bought for the project, electrical items are
highlighted green for ease of reading. Figure 20 shows approximated labor costs for the project
if at the rate of $30/hour for planning steps and then for the construction & testing period. See
the Gantt Chart for a further breakdown of project plan.

Figure 20: Table - Build of Materials
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Part of Project

# of Hours

Total Price (@$30/hour)

Planning

45

$1,350

Construction & Testing

95

$2,850

Figure 21: Table - Estimated Labor Costs

Timeline
The timeline for the first half of the semester (09/04/18 - 12/05/18) was focused on research,
planning and preliminary documentation for the project. The second half (01/16/19- 04/19/19)
of the semester was then heavy on implementation and testing of the design. A more detailed
timeline can be seen in the Gantt Chart in Figure 22 below.
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Figure 22: Gantt Chart Timeline
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Problems Encountered/Analysis of Problems Solved
Penguins Being Able to Press a Button
In the initial designs, we had a push-button in place of the toggle switch. However after further
discussions with the zoo on the skills of the penguins, a toggle switch design was brainstormed,
and a replacement waterproof toggle switch was replaced into the system design.
Fish Flow ‘Mechanics’
A possible issue known from the beginning was the concept of how fish would be able to flow
through the system, especially through the hopper without getting clogged. Multiple designs of
various pipe materials, types, and sizes were tested and a water pump was added to help ease the
flow of fish through the system. Fish were also cut down into more rectangular piece to try and
cut down the amount fish pieces would be able to bend during travel. There was also an issue
with larger plastic pipes purchased that were zip-tied so tight in its packaging that the circular
shape of the tubes that were to be used were permanently squeezed into an oval shape,
permanently deforming the best shape for fish trable.
However, all of the tests of other design options proved insufficient, limiting the overall fish load
to only a few fishes at a time before fish began to get clogged at some point in the hopper or
tubing. Unfortunately due to the limited time with the end of the semester, we did not have
enough time to re-haul the fish-holding design, to come up with an entirely different design to
test that could work for fish flow.

Future Recommendations
Due to the overwhelming issues that came about with the flow of fish through the system something that does not even exist on the commercial market from what we know. Future
recommendations would be to have a team to heavily focus on just the fish flow mechanical
aspect of the project. So possibly senior design students with mechanical engineering
backgrounds that could collaborate with our technical advisor, Dr. Dieter Vanderelst.
One possible solution a mechanical engineering professor suggested at the Senior Design Expo,
was if it would be possible to design a fish holding system where the fish would be constantly
agitated by water (circulated in the holding area) until need by the dispensing system, by
where-then it could be selected/sucked out by the system to be dispensed. Possibly eliminating a
chance for multiple fish to get stuck together and clog the system.
The electrical design and components will be able to be re-used and picked up by the new team if
the wish to use them. And the Arduino code is commented and simple enough for mechanical
engineering students to be able to pick-up with the help of Dr. Dieter Vanderelst.
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Then, once the Interactive Penguin Fish Dispenser can handle a load of dead fish at a time, the
system can then be fully implemented at the Cincinnati Zoo. If the outdoor temperature low is
above 60°F, the temperature where the little blue penguins can be kept outside, then the zoo
keepers will be able to easily train the penguins by food-reward training. Once the penguins are
trained to hit the modified toggle switch, the system can be officially installed in the exhibit by
mounting the brackets into the ground on the edge of the exhibit’s pool.
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CONCLUSION
The final outcome of the Interactive Penguin Fish Dispenser was not ideal. However, it was a
good experience with a lot of new terrain to explore, such as 3D modeling, working with an
input that was very biological and unpredictable (dead fish & fish mechanics), and learning
about many many different types and sizes of tubing. We also learned a lot from Dr. Katie
Kalafut & Rickey Kinley about how little blue-foot penguins operate which was very different
from what we normally learn in engineering fields. We hope that a team that is much more
mechanically experienced can finish up this project with the Cincinnati Zoo so that the blue
penguins will finally have a reliable and automatic interactive experience that improves their
enrichment in their exhibit.

Figure 23: Picture of two of the little-blue-foot penguins at the Cincinnati Zoo
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APPENDIX A: Arduino Code
//The motor will go down roughly 90 degrees
//and then return to the original position
//This occurs when the switch is pressed in either direction
//Motor driver pins
int enA = 10;
int in1 = 6;
int in2 = 7;
//Toggle Switch pins
static const int switchPin = 5;
//Initializing switch state
int switchState = LOW;
int lastSwitchState = LOW;
void setup() {
pinMode(enA, OUTPUT);
pinMode(in1, OUTPUT);
pinMode(in2, OUTPUT);
pinMode(switchPin, INPUT);
lastSwitchState = digitalRead(switchPin);
}
void loop() {
switchState = digitalRead(switchPin);
if (lastSwitchState != switchState) {
if (digitalRead(switchPin) == HIGH && switchState == HIGH) {
//make motor go down
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digitalWrite(in1, LOW);
digitalWrite(in2, HIGH);
analogWrite(enA, 75);
delay(1000);
//make motor go up
digitalWrite(in1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(in2, LOW);
analogWrite(enA, 75);
delay(1000);
//make motor stop
digitalWrite(in1, LOW);
digitalWrite(in2, LOW);
delay(2000);
}
else if (digitalRead(switchPin) == LOW && switchState == LOW){
//make motor go down
digitalWrite(in1, LOW);
digitalWrite(in2, HIGH);
analogWrite(enA, 75);
delay(1000);
//make motor go up
digitalWrite(in1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(in2, LOW);
analogWrite(enA, 75);
delay(1000);
//make motor stop
digitalWrite(in1, LOW);
digitalWrite(in2, LOW);
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delay(2000);
}
delay(2000);
lastSwitchState = switchState;
}
}
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APPENDIX B: COMPONENT MANUALS
STMicroelectronics - L7809CV (9V Voltage Regulator)
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Arduino UNO
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Toggle Switch
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L298N Motor Driver
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